
SCORIA A104 / A105
Accessory Guide



Extensions & ease
of use



Scan Trigger

Comfortable pistol grip for particularly scan-intensive 
applications. 

SKU: ACC-A10X-TRG1

Snapon Battery

Doubles the runtime of the handheld. Battery level
indicator on the side. Charging via USB-C or docking
station possible. Cannot be combined with Scan Trigger

SKU: ACC-A10X-BTRY1

Hand strap

Hand strap with Velcro fastener for comfortable size
adjustment. Ideal for intensive use of Scoria devices e.g. 
in parcel delivery.

SKU: ACC-A10X-HAN1

Extensions



Mounts & 
Charging Stations



Scan Trigger Holster

Synthetic holster, 2 buttonable belt loops, universal use
for left and right handers

SKU: ACC-A10X-HLS1

Holster

Synthetic handheld computer holster, rugged, adjustable
and buttonable multifunctional belt loop, 2 D-rings, fits the
device with battery extension.

SKU: ACC-A10X-HLS2

Mounts & Charging Stations

Holster with magnetic closure

Rugged fabric holster with magnetic closure, 
multifunctional belt loop, 2 D-rings for easy attachment of
a shoulder strap, lined inside, fits device with battery
extension

SKU: ACC-A10X-HLS3



Single charging station

Docking station for charging Scoria A104/A105 devices
and accessories. Allows charging even with Scan Trigger, 
Snapon battery, UHF trigger and hand strap attached. 
Accessories can also be charged without handheld. 
Power supply not included..

SKU: ACC-A10X-CRD1

4-fold charging station

Docking station for charging up to Scoria A104/A105 
devices and accessories simultaneously. Allows charging
even with Scan Trigger, Snapon battery, UHF trigger and
hand strap attached. Accessories can also be charged
without handheld. 

SKU: ACC-A10X-CRD2

Mounts & Charging Stations

Scoria A10X Vehicle mount with 
12V adapter

Practical bracket for mounting in the vehicle, compatible 
with Brodit mounting parts (u.r. available via WEROCK) 

SKU: ACC-A10X-CRD3



Printer



TSC TDM-20 Mobiler 2" Label 
Printer

Mobile printer, direct thermal, 8 dots/mm (203dpi), media
width (max): 58mm, print width (max): 48mm, roll 
diameter (max): 40mm, speed (max): 102mm/sec, USB, 
Bluetooth, NFC, RAM: 32MB, Flash: 16MB, label sensor, 
includes: Power supply, power cord, belt clip, battery, QSG

SKU: 99-082A001-0002

TSC TDM-30 Mobiler 3" Label 
Printer

Mobile printer, direct thermal, 8 dots/mm (203dpi), media
width (max): 80mm, print width (max): 72mm, roll 
diameter (max): 40mm, speed (max): 102mm/sec, USB, 
Bluetooth, NFC, RAM: 32MB, Flash: 16MB, label sensor, 
includes: Power supply, power cord, belt clip, battery, QSG

SKU: 99-083A401-0012

Other models & accessories

WEWEROCK carries a wide portfolio of accessories for its
own brand products. In addition to the TDM printers, you
can also purchase all other TSC & Printronix printers, as
well as printers from other manufacturers from us. In 
addition to suitable printer accessories, we also offer a 
wide range of consumables.

Mobile printers



Device Protection



Anti-reflective protective film

Efficient reduction of reflections and simultaneous
protection of the displa

y

SKU: ACC-A104-PRT1 / ACC-A105-PRT1 

Armor glass film

Flexible composite of glass and special polymer, available
in "crystal clear" or reflection-reducing.

SKU: ACC-A104-PRT2 / ACC-A105-PRT2 (crystal
clear)SKU: ACC-A104-PRT3 / ACC-A105-PRT3 (anti-
reflective)

Protective film for scanner
glass

Protects the scanner glass from scratching and thus
extends its service life

SKU: ACC-A10X-PRT4

Device Protection



Other accessories



Car USB charger*

SKU: ACC-RT-PWR3

USB-C QuickCharge power 
adapter* 

Spare power supply, EU versionDelivery without USB cable

SKU: ACC-RT-QCUSB1

Other accessories

128 GB microSDXC

Industrial Micro SD card to expand the memory

SKU: ACC-RT-MSD1

* = image similar



USB A to USB-C cable*

SKU :ACC-RT-USBAC

USB-C cable*

SKU: ACC-RT-USBCC

Other accessories

USB-C OTG-cable*

SKU: ACC-RT-USBCO

* = image similar


